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Introduction

In the main body of the paper the results and proofs are given for the

general case of a real function of n independent variables, and for a

domain of definition of the given function that is very general from the

point of view of analysis situs. For the purposes of an introduction one

of the principal results will be given for the case where n = 2. It must

be stated, however, that the results for the general case differ tremendously

from those for the case n — 2. The results for the case n <¡ 2 can

conveniently be given in geometric language as follows:

Let E consist of the interior points of a finite, connected region of the

x, y plane, bounded by a finite number of distinct closed curves without

multiple points of any sort, possessing at each point a tangent which turns

continuously with movement of its point of contact. Denote the boundary

of E by B. Let f(x, y) be a real function of x and y defined and con-

tinuous in E and on B, and possessing continuous third order partial

derivatives in E taking on continuous boundary values on B. By the

positive direction of the normal to B will be understood the direction

that leads across B from points in E to points not in E. It is assumed

that the unilateral, directional derivative of f(x, y) on the side of the

inner half of the normal and in the positive direction along the normal

is everywhere positive on B.

Let z = f(x, y) be interpreted as a surface in ordinary euclidean

(x, y, z) space. By a critical point of f{x, y) is meant a point in the

x, y plane corresponding to which the tangent plane to the surface

z—f(x,y) is parallel to the x, y plane. In the neighborhood of such

a critical point let f(x, y) be expanded according to Taylor's formula in

powers of differences of the x's and y's which vanish at the critical point,

and with the remainder as a term of the third order. We hereby assume

that in this expansion the discriminant of the terms of the second order

is not zero.

From these assumptions it follows that the critical points are isolated

and finite in number,  and that they are of the two general types called

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1923.
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in differential geometry elliptic and hyperbolic points. The elliptic critical

points can be further subdivided into points at which f(x, y) takes on a

relative minimum, and those at which f{x, y) takes on a relative maximum.

Suppose that f(x, y) has a relative minimum at M0 different points, and

a relative maximum at Mt different points, while the hyperbolic critical

points are in number Mu Suppose that R and its boundary form a region

of linear connectivity Bi* With this understood we have the equality

fundamental for the case n — 2,

(a) M0-Ml+Mi=2-Bl.

From this it follows immediately that

(b) Ml > M0+ Bt— 2.

It should be noted that (a) does not follow from (b). The inequality (b)

has been obtained by G. D. Birkhoff.t Enunciated in slightly different form

for the general case, he has called his result the "minimax principle" and

he uses it to infer the existence of at least M0 + B¡ — 2 critical points

of the hyperbolic type when the existence of M0 points of relative minimum

are known. He has carried out his work for the general case of real,

analytic function of n real variables and applied his result to the theory

of dynamical systems. Upon reading Birkhoff's paper it occurred to the

author that inasmuch as there are n +1 different kinds of critical points

possible (in a sense to be defined later) there ought to be relations analogous

to (b) involving the numbers of critical points of all kinds and not simply

of just two kinds. With a proper interpretation of Mi and Bu (b) however

will serve to state Birkhoff's "minimax principle" in any number of

dimensions.

The author has replaced the inequality (b) by an equality involving all

of the n + 1 possible types of critical points, and in addition all of the

connectivity numbers of the n-dimensional region of definition of the given

function (Theorems 8 and 9). Further, a set of n additional inequality

relations have been discovered. The author ventures without proof the

opinion that these relations, or relations derivable from them, are all the

the relations there are between the numbers involved.

* Oswald Veblen, Analysis Situs, The Cambridge Colloquium, Part 2, p. 50. § 28.

We shall have occasion in the future as well as here to make use of the terms of

analysis situs. They will be used in the senses in which they are defined in the work

just cited. In the remainder of this paper reference to this work will be indicated by

the letter V.

f Dynamical systems with two degrees of freedom, these Transactions, vol.13 (1917),

p. 240.
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Note. For the case n — 2 the author has been able to outline an

alternative proof of one of the relations between the critical points by

making use of the Kronecker characteristic of the given function and its

partial derivatives. That the Kronecker theory as developed by Kronecker

(Werke, vol. I, pp. 175-226, and vol. II, pp. 71-82) will not suffice in

general to obtain the results of this paper is evident from the fact that

Kronecker distinguishes between the critical points according to the sign

of the hessian of the function, while in this paper both in the proofs and

in the results there is an essential distinction between the n +1 types of

critical points. Further, in Kronecker no reference is made to anything

like the connectivity numbers of the regions in which the critical points

are being studied.*

The function f(xi, xt, • •-, xn)

1. The function f(xx, xs>---, xn) and its critical points. Let

(afi, x2, ••-, xn) be the coordinates of any point (X) in a euclidean space

of n dimensions. In a finite part of this space let there be given an

«-dimensional region 2. The set of interior points of 2 will be denoted

by E. At every point of E let there be defined a real, single-valued,

continuous function of the x's, namely f{xX) x2, >••,£»). Suppose further

that in E this function possesses continuous partial derivatives with respect

to each of the x's of at least the first and second orders.

A point of E at which all of the first partial derivatives of / vanish

will be called a critical point of /. Any other point of E will be called

an ordinary point of /. The value of / at a critical point will be termed

a critical value of/. As a further assumption regarding /we will suppose

that in the neighborhood of each critical point / possesses continuous

third partial derivatives. Let there be given a critical point of / at which

/ takes on the value c. For simplicity suppose this critical point at the

origin. In the neighborhood of the origin, / can be represented with the

aid of Taylor's formula in the form

Í1) f{x¡, a?2, • • -, xn) — c = 2aij XiXj -f r(xx, x2, ■ • -, xn)
ij

(i, j = 1, 2, •••, ??;   «¿/ = aji),

where the terms of first order are missing because the origin is a critical

point, where the terms of second order are represented as a symmetric

quadratic form in the n x's with constant coefficients, and where the

remainder r (xx, xt, • • •, xn) is included as a term of the third order.   In

* For closely connected results in the casen = 2 see a paper by H. Poincaré, Journal

de Mathématiques, ser. 3, vol. 7 (1881), pp. 375-421.

22.
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any representation such as this of the function / in the neighborhood of

a critical point, it is hereby assumed that the terms of the second order

constitute a non-singular quadratic form. Analytically this means that the

determinant

(2) I «0-1 + 0.

It is a consequence of this last restriction upon / that in a sufficiently

small neighborhood of any critical point there is no other critical point.

For, if the partial derivative of / with respect to an be denoted by f

(i = 1, 2, • • •, »), each critical point of / is a solution of the equations

(3) fi=fi = ••• = /» = 0.

Now the jacobian of the n functions fi with respect to the n variables Xi

at the critical point we are here considering, namely the origin, vanishes

only with the determinant | ay | which we have assumed not zero. It

follows from the theory of implicit functions that the system of equations (3)

has no other solution in the neighborhood of the origin than the origin

itself. Thus there are no other critical points in the neighborhood of the

origin.

A consequence of the result just obtained is that in any closed region

S all of whose points are points of B, there are at most a finite number

of critical points of the given function. For if there were an infinite

number of critical points in S, by the Weierstrass cluster point theorem,

these critical points would have at least one cluster point, which, since S

is closed, would belong to S, and hence would be a point of B. At each

of these critical points all of the first partial derivatives of / would

vanish, and since these partial derivatives are assumed continuous at every

point in B, they would all be zero at the cluster point. Thus the cluster

point would also be a critical point contrary to the result of the pre-

ceding paragraph that the critical points of / are isolated.

2. Certain preliminary lemmas. Lemmas 1 and 2 of this section are

important aids in later proofs. They refer to a function F(xi, x2,---,xn),

real, single-valued, and continuous in the neighborhood of the origin

(written N). To aid in proving Lemma 1, results (A), (B), and (C) will

first be established.

(A) If F(xit x2, • • -, xn) possesses continuous first partial derivatives in K,

then in N

(4) F{x-i,xe, ■■-, xn) = F(0, x.,,x3, ■••, xn) -f a(xL, xt, • • •, x„) xx

where a(xi, xt, •• •, xtt) is single-valued and continuous in N.
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A function a(xx, x2,- ■ •, xn) readily seen to satisfy the requirements of

(A) is defined by the equations

(5) a (x{, Xi, ■ • •, xn) =-,   xx 4 0,
xx

(6) a(0, Xi, Xs, • • -, xn) = Fx (0, x¡¡, ■ ■■, xn),

where Fi will be taken to mean the partial derivative of F with respect

to Xi (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, n).

(B) If F(xx, Xi, • • •, xn) possesses continuous second partial derivatives in

N, then in N

(7) F{xx, x2, • • •, xn) = jF(0, x2 , • • •, x„) + Fx (0, x2, ■ ■ ■, xn) xx

-f-    0 \XX , X2, • • •, Xn)  Xi

where b(x{, x2, • • -, xn) is single-valued and continuous in N.

A function b (xx, x?, ■ ■ ■, xn) readily seen to satisfy the requirements

of (B) is defined by the equations

(8) b(xx, x¡, •■-, xn)

F(Xi,Xi,---,Xn) — F(0, Xi, •■■,xn) — Fx(0, x2,---,xn)xx ,
— -^ , xx í u,

/n\    7 /n \ Fix (0, X2, • ■ •, Xn)
(9) b{0,Xi, • • -, xn) = -2-,

where F¡j will be taken to mean the second partial derivative of F with

respect to x% and xj (i,j = 1, 2, • • • ,n).

(C) If F(xx, Xi, ■ • •, x„) possesses continuous first partial derivatives in N,

then in N

(l0)F(xx,Xi,---,xn) = F(0,0,---,Q) + ]£ai(xx,x2, ■■■,xn)xi   (i = 1,2,---, n),
i

where each ai can be so chosen as to be continuous in N.

From (A) it follows that (C) is true for n — 1. Following the

method of mathematical induction the truth of (C) is now assumed for the

case of n—1 independent variables.   Whence

(11)       F(0,Xi,-,Xn) = F(0,0,>~,0) + £bi(xsr~,xn)xi    (i = 2,-,n)
i

where each 6¿ is continuous in N.    If F(0, x%, • • •, xn) in (4) be replaced

by the right hand member of (11) the result (C) follows directly.
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Lemma 1. If F{xx, xt, • ■ ■, x„) possesses continuous second partial deri-

vatives in N, and vanishes with its first partial derivatives at the origin,

then in N

(12) F(x-i,xt, •■-, Xn) = ^£oij (x\ ,xt, • • •, xn) XiXj      (i,j — 1, 2, • • •, n)
y

where each function ay- can be so chosen as to be continuous in N.

For n = 1 (B) shows that Lemma 1 is true. If Lemma 1 be assumed

to be true for the case of n—1 independent variables, then

(13) F(0,xt,---, Xn) = ¿Lkjix*, •••,xn)xiXj       (i,j = 2,3, •••,»)
y

where each by is continuous in N. If F(xi, x2, • - •, xn) satisfies the hypo-

theses of this lemma, -Pi (0, xt, • - •, xn) will satisfy the hypotheses (C) so that

(14) Fi(0, xt,- ■ -, xn) = ^<H (xt, • • -, xn) Xi (i = 2, 3, • • -, n)
i

where each a is continuous in N. If now in (7) F (0, x2, ■■-, xn) and

Fi (0, x2, • • -, xn) be replaced by their values from (13) and (14) respectively,

then Lemma 1 follows as stated.

To prove Lemma 2, the following results, (A'), (B')> and (C), will first

be proved.

(A') If F possesses continuous second partial derivatives in N then the

function a(xi, xs, • • -, Xn) of (A) as defined by (5) and (6) has continuous

first partial derivatives in N.

It follows from (5) that a (xi, x2, • • -, xn) has continuous first partial deri-

vatives in N if Xi ^ 0. For xy = 0 the partial derivatives of a(xi, x2, - ■ -, xn)

with respect to (x2, xs, • - -, xn) exist, as follows from (6). For Xi 4= 0 it

follows from Taylor's formula that

(15) a fa, x,, -., xn) = Ft (0, a*, ...,xn) + *»<**' ** •••'-3B&, 0<9<1.

From (15) and (6) and the definition of a derivative it follows that the

partial derivative

Fn (0, Xt, •■-, xn)
flb,(0,  Xi, ■•-,  Xn)  =

2

To prove aXl(xi, x2, ■ •-, x„) continuous for x¡ — 0, observe that from (5)

for Xi ̂  0 it follows that

„    _  XiFiJXi, a*,---, xn) — [F(xi, Xj, ■ ■ -, xn) — F(0, x2, - ■ -, xn)]
aXi — ^ ,

which by two applications of Taylor's formula becomes
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xl I Fx (0, X2, ■ ■ •, Xn) "T J111 \fi Xx , Xi, • • •, Xn) Xx ]

x\

Fx(0, Xi, ■•-, xn)xx +
Flx(e'xx, X2, ••-, Xn)x\

x\

= FxA0xx,Xi,.-.,xn)---F^^^--^-, O<0<1, 0<Ö'<1,

whence

lim«   ir    r        .   r ) — F" (0> **' ' ' '' ^urn a.^ ^i, ,t2 , • • •, a:«; —-¿r-

and «^ is thereby proved continuous in AT without exception.

To show that a,r1{xx, x2, • • -, xn) is continuous in N for xx -— 0 observe

that from (5) for xx i 0 it follows that

. . F2(.7:|, a-a, - • -, x„) — Fg(0, xa, • • -, x„)
<>x„ \Xl , X2 , • ■ •, X)i)   — ,

xx

which by Taylor's formula gives

(16) «^ (x,, xt, • • ■, x„) — F21 (»x,, x» ,■■■, xn), 0 < B < 1, a* + 0,

while from (6)

(17) ay., (0, ,r,, ..., x») = F1S (0, «j, • • -, a*).

From (16) and (17) it follows that ax„ is contimTous in A7" even when xx — 0.

The remaining partial derivatives of a(xx, x2, ■ • -, xn) are similarly seen

to be continuous in A7.

(B') If F jiossesses continuous third partial derivatives in A7, then the

function b (xx, x2, • • •, xn) of (B) as defined by (8) and (9) possesses con-

tinuous first partial derivatives in N.

The proof of (B') is similar to that of (A').

(C') If F possesses continuous second partial derivatives in N then the

functions ai {xx, x2, ■ • •, xn) of (C) can be so chosen as to ¡tossess continuous

first partial derivatives in AT.

A review of the proof of (C) with (A') in mind will show the truth of (C).

Lemma 2. If F j'ossesses continuous third partial derivatives in N, and

vanishes with its first partial derivatives at the origin, then F can be

represented in the form

(18) F(xx,Xi,---, xn) = ¿ayXixj     (i, j—\,2,---,n)
v

where each «¿; possesses continuous first partial derivatives in N.
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A review of the proof of Lemma 1 with (A'), (B') and (C) in mind

will show the truth of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. The functions a¡j (xl} x2, - • •, xn) of Lemmas 1 and 2 are such

that at the origin

(19) ay + aji = Fy.

Under the hypotheses of Lemmas 1 and 2

jmjlij (01 #1) &2 X2, ••-, OnXn) XiXj

(20) F(xi, Xi,---, xn) = -L-2-,   0 < 0¿< 1.

Hence from (20) and (18)

zL>■£'ij \"\Xi, 0¡¡X2, •■-, 9nXn)  XiXj

(21) £ ay XiXj = --^-.

Let (yu y2,---, yn) be any point in N, and let r be a positive constant

so small that (ry1} ry2, • --, ryn) is a point in N for any choice of

(^i> y»> •••> 1/n) in N. In (21) set Xi = ryi and in the resulting equation

cancel the factor r2 from both members. There will then result the equation

2/Fij (rOiyi, r02 y2, ■-, rOnyn) yun

(22) '£aij(ryury2,---,ryn) ynjj = -S-.
ij ¿

The two members of (22) possess limits as r approaches zero, and these

limits are equal, giving

ZFij (0,0,..-,0) ytui
(23) Z <Hi (0,0,.-., 0) yi yj = ■&-.

ij ¿

Equation (23) is an identity in the i/s. Hence the coefficients of corre-

sponding powers are equal. The equation (19) follows directly and the

lemma is proved.

3. Different types of critical points. Let there be given a critical

point of /. At this critical point let c be the value of /. If this critical

point be supposed to lie at the origin, it follows from Lemma 2 that in

the neighborhood of the origin the difference /—c can be represented in

the form

(24) f{xu X-2,---,Xn) — C  =   ZOH (Xl, X2,---, Xn) XiXj       (i,j  =   1, 2, • • •, w)
ij

where av- (xt, x2, - - •, xn) is a single-valued, continuous function of the x's

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, provided with continuous
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first partial derivatives with respect to each of the x's. Further without

any loss of generality, we can suppose that

(25) fly    =    Uji.

If we set ay (0, 0, • • •, 0) — ay, according to Lemma 3, we will have

at the origin

(26) 2ay=fXiXj.

Equation (26) shows that the constants ay appearing here are the same

as the constants ay used in (1). In § 1 we assumed that j ay j L 0. We

can conclude that

(27) lotfl + 0,

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin.

According to the well known theory of quadratic forms a non-singular

quadratic form in n variables fa, x2, ■•-, xn), by a real, non-singular,

linear transformation of fa, x2, • - -, xn) into n new variables (yi} y2, - ■ -, yn),

can be reduced to a quadratic form

(28) -y\-y\-z4 + 24+1 +••• + ?/>

where k is one of the integers from 0 to n, inclusive.* An examination

of the Lagrange method of making this reduction shows that it can be

carried through in the case where the coefficients ay are not constants,

by formally following the method used for the case where the coefficients

ay are constants, writing down the Lagrange transformation at each stage

witli the variable coefficients ay substituted for the constant coefficients ay

of the ordinary theory, provided at each stage at least one of the co-

efficients an is not zero at the origin. If at any stage all of the co-

efficients an are zero at the origin, at least one of the remaining coefficients,

say ars, will not be zero at the origin since | ay \ $- 0. If the preliminary

transformation

Xy   =   Zr        ¿s,

Xs  ==  Zr ~T Zs,

Xi = Zi {i \ r, s)

be made the resulting coefficients of zrr and zss will not be zero at the

origin, and the Lagrange type of transformation can then be used. The

transformation will of course be restricted to a neighborhood of the origin

for which | ay \ \ 0 and such that each ay by which it has been necessary

* Bôcher, Introduction to Higher Algebra, p. 131.
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to divide shall not be zero. If the given critical point is not at the origin

a proper translation of the space of the n x's will bring the critical point

to the origin. The above method of reduction of the function / will then

give the following lemma.

Lemma 4. If f(x{, xs, •••, xn) takes on the vahee c at a critical point

[x\, x?,, • ■ •, xn) = (X0) then there exists a real transformation of the form

(29) iji =Ziy(xJ-x^)) ¡r..|+-0 (i, j = 1, 2, • • -, n)

under which

(30) /(«! ,x2,--; *„) —c—     y\—y\-    y\ + y*k+l + • • • + >fn

where each cy is a continuous function of th,e x's provided with continuous

first partial derivatives in a sufficiently small neighborhood of {X0), and

where k is some integer from 0 to n, inclusive.

The integer k is ((died the type of the given critical point. The number

of critical points of the Zcth type under boundary conditions to be introduced

presently will be shown to be finite and will be denoted by mu. It is the

purpose of this paper to obtain the relations between the numbers mu under

various types of boundary conditions.

The jacobian of the functions (y¡, y2. •••, yH) of (29) with respect to

the variables (xx, x.2, • • -, xn) reduces at (A'0) to the value of ; c$\ at (X0).

Thus this jacobian is not zero at (X0). It follows that the transformation (29.)

is one-to-one in the neigltborhood of the given critical point.

4. The boundary conditions a. In order to proceed further it is

necessary to make some assumptions regarding boundary conditions. The

first boundary conditions that we introduce are, strictly speaking, not

boundary conditions alone. They will be shown later to lead to results

depending upon boundary conditions in a strict sense. These first boundary

conditions which we consider arc introduced because of their simplicity.

The boundary conditions a will be considered as fulfilled if among the

(n — 1) - dimensioned spreads

/(*',, Xi, •••, Xn) — const.

there exists one, say A, with, the following properties:

I. A is a dosed manifold-,

II. A forms the complete boundary of a portion of space, S, including A.

all of whose points are points of E;

III. Each critical point of f is an interior point of S;

IV. The value of f on A is greater than the value of f at any interior

point of S.
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The region S as defined in the boundary conditions « is a closed region

containing all of the critical points of /. It follows from the results of

§ 1 that there are at most a finite number of critical points of /. According

to condition III there is no critical point of / on A.

5. The complex of points satisfying/fa, x2, -•-, xn)<c. According

to the boundary condition IV the absolute maximum of / in 8 is taken on

at each point on the boundary of S and at no other point of 5. If any

absolute minimum point of / in S be joined by a continuous curve to some

boundary point of 8, every constant c between the absolute minimum m

of / in 8 and the absolute maximum M of / in S will be taken on by /

at some point in 8 on this curve. Let c be any such constant between m

and M, not a critical value of/. The set of points fa, xt, - - -, xn) — (A),

lying in 8 and satisfying

(31) /fa, Xt,  -•-, Xn) = c

according to the choice of c, are all ordinary points of/. This set of points

is closed since / is continuous. Its points are all interior points of S since

the value of / on 8s boundary is M. If (X0) be any point on (31), at

least one of the partial derivatives of / say/^, will not be zero at(X0). It

follows that the points fa, Xt, • • •, xn) which satisfy (31) in the neighborhood

of (X0) can be represented in the form

Xi  =  h (X2,  Xg, • • -, xn)

where h(x2, xs, - • -, xn) is a single-valued function of its arguments provided

with continuous partial derivatives up to the second order all in the neigh-

borhood of (A'o). Geometrically this means that the manifold of points

satisfying (31) possesses at each point of (31) a hypertangent plane which

turns continuously as the point of tangency varies continuously on (31).

The manifold (31) thus has no singular points.

The set of points (X) in S satisfying

(32) / < c

will make up an »-dimensional region, say Cn- In particular Cn will include

all of the points neighboring any absolute minimum of / Its points are

all interior points of S, and its boundary obviously consists of the points (X)

satisfying (31). It can be shown that C'H is an n-dimensional complex in

the. technical sense of analysis situs.* In a proof of this the same sort

of considerations would enter as enter in connection with the so called

"regular regions" in the plane.t

* See V, loc. cit., Chap. 3.
f W. F. Osgood, Lehrbuch der Funktionentlieorie, p. 179.
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The variation of the connectivity numbers E0, E¡, •••, Bn of 6» with

variations of c will now be studied. To that end it will be convenient to

consider first the trajectories orthogonal to the manifolds / = const.

6. The trajectories orthogonal to the manifolds / = const. In

studying the trajectories orthogonal to the manifolds/= c the neighborhoods

of critical points of / will be excluded from consideration. The trajectories

orthogonal to the manifolds /=c at ordinary points of/might be defined

as those curves along which the differentials dxx, dx2, ••-, dxn at any

point are proportional to the partial derivatives fx,f2, • ■ •, fn at that point,

where f is used to denote the partial derivative of / with respect to Xi

(i = 1, 2, • • •, n). Two trajectories are considered as the same if they

consist of the same points (x¡, x2, •■-, xn). It is thus explicitly pointed

out that a difference of parametric representative alone does not, according

to this convention, constitute a difference in the trajectories.

At any ordinary point of / at least one of the partial derivatives of /

is not zero. Let (P) be an ordinary point of / and suppose that at (P)

the partial derivative ,/OT + 0- The trajectories passing through the points

neighboring (P) will be solutions of the differential equations

dxt f.

(33) ir^-r*aXm Jm

where i takes on all the integers from 1 to m except m. According to

the fundamental existence theorems for ordinary differential equations there

is one and only one trajectory through each point of a sufficiently small

neighborhood of (P).

A set of differential equations will now be introduced in which the in-

dependent variable is not xm but a parameter r, but whose solutions also

represent orthogonal trajectories.   The equations are

(34) ^ = rfi (i = i,2,...,n)

where

_1_
r :   "y-ï-r-yn—i-yr*

The particular form of dependence of the x's upon x which is required

by the above differential equations (34) is chosen in preference to any

other because for a solution xx (r), xs (r), ..., xn (?) of (34) the following

identity in t holds:

(35) f[xx(r), Xi(j), • ■ -, xn(x)] = t + const.
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For if the left hand member of (35) be differentiated with respect to t,

making use of (34) it is found that the resulting derivative is unity.

Whence (35) follows directly.

Let there be given an ordinary point (J5) with coordinates (blt b2, • ■ -, b„).

In a sufficiently small neighborhood of (B) the denominator of the quotient

in (34) giving r is not zero, and in such a neighborhood the right hand

members of the differential equations (34) possess continuous partial deri-

vatives with respect to each of the x's. Further these right hand members

do not involve t at all. It follows from the fundamental existence theorems

of ordinary differential equations that there exists a positive constant e

so small that for any point (4) = fa, a2, - - -, a„) in the e neighborhood

of (B) and for any constant t0 whatsoever, and range of i within e of

t0, there exist functions

(35') Xi = hi (a,, «j ,-■-, an, t0 , r)      (i = 1, 2, • • •, »)

which give for constant values of (d, «*, •••, a», r0) and for a variation

of t, a solution of (34) that passes through (A) when *- = t0, and is the

only such solution of (34). Further, for the above prescribed domain of

fa, flä, • • •, fln, r0) the right hand members of (35') possess continuous

partial derivatives of at least the first order with respect to all of their

arguments.

Because the right hand members of (34) do not involve % it follows

that two solutions of (34), for which the points fa, a2, ■ • -, a„) are the

same but for which r0 differs, will give the same set of points fa,x¡, - • •, xn),

assigned however by (35') to different values of x. What is here desired

is to obtain all of the orthogonal trajectories in a form which will be the

simplest possible for our purposes.   This end will be served by setting

T0 = /fa, a-t, ••-, an).
Upon writing

/¿¿fa, Oj,..., a»,/fa, a2,---, a»), r] = //¿fa, a«,---, a», *)(»" = 1,2,•••,»)

(35') reduces to

(36) Xi = Hi(al} a2,---, an, t).

For initial conditions we now have

(37) ai = Hi fa, at,"-, On, /fa, a2,---, an)\,

an identity in all of the m's in the neighborhood of (B). If the solution

of (34), namely xx (t), x2 (t), ■ - -, xn (r), appearing in (35) be now understood
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to be a solution given by (36), a substitution in (35) of t =f(ax, a8, • • -, an)

will show that the constant in (35) is zero. Thus for all solutions of (34)

given by (36) there results the identity in r

(38) / [*, (t) , Xt (r),. •., xn (t)] = t .

Thus we have proved the following lemma:

Lemma 5. The trajectories orthogonal to the manifolds f = c can be so

represented that the páramete)- r at any one of their points equals the value

of f at that point.
7. Invariance of the connectivity numbers of the complex

f<c with variation of c through ordinary values of /. The following

lemma will now be proved.

Lemma 6. Let a and b (a < b) be two ordinary values of f in S sucJi

that the interval between a and b contains only ordinary values off; then

the set of points in S satisfying

(39) / S «

can be put into one-to-one continuous correspondence with the set of points

in S satisfying

(40) f<b.

The constant a is by hypothesis not a critical value of/. Since there

are altogether at most a finite number of critical values of / there can

be chosen a constant a less than a and differing from a by so little that

between an a and a there is no constant equal to a critical value of /.

Denote by H a set of orthogonal trajectories in which there is just one

trajectory passing through each point of

(41) /=«.

Let these trajectories be represented in the form described in Lemma 5

in which the value of the parameter r at each point equals the value of

/ at that point. The point on each trajectory that lies on (41) will

correspond to the parameter value r — a.

Since there is no critical value of / equal to a constant between a

and b each trajectory that starts from a point of (41) can be continued

through an arc corresponding to a range of values of r from a to b.

On these arcs the parameter values t = a and r = b, respectively, will

correspond to points on / = a and f—b. To the complete set of values

of t satisfying
(42) « <; t <; 6
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there will correspond points satisfying

(43) a £f< b.

Further, the set of trajectories II, including as it does a trajectory through

each point of (41), if continued through the interval (42) will include at

least one trajectory through each point fa, xs, ••-, xH) satisfying (43).

For if

(a,, «t, •••, an) = (A)

be any point such that

(44) « </(«i, «2, •••, aH) <; b

a trajectory through (.4), represented as described in Lemma 5, will pass

through (A) for a parameter value r —f (%, a2) • • -, an) and if continued

in the sense of decreasing i will reach a point on (41) when x reaches

the value v — a. Finally, it follows from the fundamental existence

theorem stated in § 6 that there is not more than one of these trajectories

through each point satisfying (43).

The correspondence whose existence is affirmed in the lemma can now

be set up. First observe that the points satisfying (39) consist of the

sum of the points satisfying

(45) / < a

and those satisfying

(46) «</<«,

while the points satisfying (40) consist of the points satisfying (45) together

with the points satisfying

(47) «<f<b.

Thus to put the points satisfying (39) into correspondence with the

points satisfying (40) the points satisfying (45) arc first made to correspond

to themselves. The points satisfying (46) are then put into correspondence

with those satisfying (47) by requiring that any point satisfying (46) that

arises on the trajectory through it from a value of v that divides the

interval from « to a in a certain ratio, shall correspond to that point

satisfying (47) that lies on the same trajectory and arises from a value

of v that divides the interval from « to b in the same ratio.

That the latter correspondence is one-to-one follows from the fact

that the trajectories concerned pass through each of the points concerned

with one and only one trajectory through each point.   That this correspon-
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dence is continuous follows from the nature of the dependence of the

points of the trajectories on t and on their initial points on (41). Further,

the correspondence of the points satisfying (45) with themselves obviously

joins up in a continuous manner with the correspondence of the points

satisfying (46) with those satisfying (47).   Thus the lemma is proved.

Critical points of the type zero

8. The connectivity numbers of the complex /<; m + es where

m is the absolute minimum of/. Let e be a positive constant so small

that between m and m + e2 there is no constant equal to a critical value

of /'. Under the boundary conditions a, § 4, / will take on its absolute

minimum at one or more points all interior to 8. Let F be one such

point. It follows from Lemma 4 of § 3 that the points (xx ,x2, • ■ -, xn) = (X)

neighboring P can be transformed in a one-to-one continuous manner

into the points (yx, ys> ■••, yn) = (Ir) neighboring the origin in such a

manner that

f(xx, Xi , - • •, xn) —m = y\ + y\ -\-\- y\.

Thus the points in the neighborhood of P satisfying

f(xx, Xi, • • •, xn) < m + e2,

for a sufficiently small positive constant e, will correspond in a one-to-one

continuous manner to the points satisfying

y\Jry\Jr---Jrylú s

or what might be described as the points interior to and on an (n — 1)-

dimensional hypersphere in an n-dimensional space. Such a set of points

would constitute, in the terms of analysis situs, an n-cell and its boundary.

With this understood we can state the following lemma.

Lemma 7. If f takes on its absolute minimum m in S at s distinct

points of 8, then for a sufficiently small positive constant e the set of points

in S satisfying

f(xx ,Xi,---, xn) < m -\- e-

constitutes s distinct n-cells and their boundaries.

From this lemma and the definitions of the connectivity numbers* we

have the following theorem.

* V, loc. cit.
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Theorem 1. If f takes on its absolute minimum m in 8 at s distinct

points of S then for a sufficiently small positive constant e the set of points

in S satisfying

/fa, x2, ■ ■-, xH) < m-\-e3

makes up an n-dimensional complex with the connectivity numbers B0 = s,

B\ = B2 = • • • = Bn == 1.

9. A critical point of type zero at which / is not equal to its

absolute minimum.

Theorem 2. If a and b (a < b) are any two ordinary values of f in

S between which there is just one critical value of f say c, taken on at p0

critical points all of the zeroth type, then the connectivity numbers Bi, of

the set of points in S satisfying

(48) f{xl,Xt,---,xK)-£'b,

differ from the connectivity numbers B[ of the set of points in S satisfying

(49) /fa , Xt, - • •, xn) <¡ a
only in that

.ßo= B'o+po.

Let P be any one of the p0 critical points of the zeroth type. If e be

a sufficiently small positive constant it follows from Lemma 4, § 3, that

the points fa, Xt, • • •, xn) neighboring P and satisfying

(50) /^c + e2

can be made to correspond in a one-to-one continuous manner to a set

of points (yi,y2,---, yn) satisfying

(51) vi + yl + '-' + yl^e2-

Now the points satisfying (51) make up an n - cell and its boundary. There

will thus be associated with each of the p0 critical points an »-cell and

its boundary consisting of points satisfying (50). For e sufficiently small

these »-cells will be distinct from each other and from the set of

remaining points, say Cn, satisfying (50).

The set C» is bounded by points at which /= c + e2, and contains only

those ciitical points which are already contained among the points satisfying

(49). With the aid of the orthogonal trajectories as used in the proof of

Lemma 6, it is easy to show that Cn can be put into one-to-one continuous

28
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correspondence with the set of points satisfying (49). The connectivity

numbers of Cn are accordingly equal to the connectivity numbers E'i of

the complex (49).

If now the p0 n-cells and their boundaries be added to the complex

Cn there will result the entire set of points satisfying (50) and the only

connectivity number to be thereby changed will be E'0> which will be

increased by po. If finally we suppose e originally chosen so small that

c• + es < b, it follows from Lemma 6 that the set of points satisfying (50)

can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the set of points satis-

fying (48). Hence (48) defines a complex with the same connectivity

numbers as the complex defined by (50). Retracing the steps it is seen

that the relation between the connectivity numbers of the complexes (48)

and (49) is as stated.

Critical points of types 1, 2, •••, n—1

10. Outline of the method to be followed. Throughout this chapter

we shall assume that we are dealing with a critical value c taken on by

/' at just one critical point of the frth type, where k may be any one of

the integers 1, 2, •••, n—1. We can and will suppose e to be so small

a positive constant that there is no critical value of / between c — e2

and c + e2 or equal to c — e2 or c-f-e*. It is the aim of this chapter to

determine the difference between the connectivity numbers of the complex

of points (X) satisfying

(52) /< c —e2

and the complex of points (X) satisfying

(53) /<c + e*.

To accomplish this we will first show that the complex (52) can be put

into one-to-one continuous correspondence with the complex (53) provided

we exclude a properly chosen neighborhood of the given critical point.

This will be accomplished with the aid of the orthogonal trajectories

already used in § 7. The problem then will be resolved into one of

determining the difference between the connectivities of the complex (53)

and of the complex (53) with this neighborhood excluded.

11. Simultaneous reduction of f(xx, x2, ■-., xn) and the dif-

ferential equations of the orthogonal trajectories to a simple form.

It follows from Lemma 2, § 2, that, in the neighborhood of a critical point

(x\, x\, ••■, x°n) at which f=c,
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(54) f—c = Zh fa—*») fa—a*)        (i, j = 1, 2, . • -, n),
y

where each ¿>y is a continuous function of the x's possessing continuous

first partial derivatives, and where we can suppose that by = bß. In the

following the matrix whose element in the ¿th row and jth column is

given by a symbol such as by will itself be denoted be the same symbol

b without the subscripts. Conjugates of matrices will be indicated by adding

a prime.

Lemma A.   In the neighborhood of a critical point fa, x->, • • -, xn) = (A0)

there exists a real transformation of the form

(55) xi — x\ = Z<HjZj d, j — 1, 2, •••, n)
j

such that (54) becomes

(56) Zby(x-^)(xj-x]) = r^H-.-. + rX,
ij

where rlt r2, • • -, r;c are negative constants and ru+i, »+2, •••,»*» are positive

constants, while in (55) each ay is a function of the z's possessing continuous

first partial derivatives in the neighborhood of the origin of the space of the

z's, and at the origin the matrix equation

(57) «(0,0, •••,()) a'(0,0, ...,0) = I

holds wliere I is the unit matrix.

Proof.    From the results of § 3 it follows that in the neighborhood of

the given critical point there exists a transformation

(58) x— x\ ^ZeyVj (i,j = 1,2,.-.,«)

under which

(59) Zhy{xi-$)(Xj-q) = -yi-i%--"--t&+yl+i+ylri+---+yZij

where each ey is a function of the i/'s possessing continuous first partial

derivatives in the neighborhood of the origin of the space of the y's.

Denote by i¡.. the value of ey at the origin of the y's. Suppose that under

the transformation

(60) xi =Zvyyj fa3 = 1» 2, • • -, «),

(61) Z'A =I,Yyyiyj-i ij
2it*
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According to the theory of pairs of quadratic forms the quadratic forms

in the right hand members of (59) and (61), by a real non-singular trans-

formation with constant coefficients of the form

(62) Vi^Ztyj (i,j = 1,2,.-., n)
j

can be reduced to a pair of forms

4+    «Î + ---+    £•

The transformation obtained by expressing the a:'s in (58) in terms of

the z's in (62) is the one whose existence is affirmed in the lemma. For

the matrix of this combined transformation, namely eô, reduces at the

origin to r¡o, and r¡6 is the matrix of a transformation under which

n n

so that t¡6 is orthogonal as (57) requires. The remaining assertions of

Lemma A follow directly.

Lemma B. In the neighborhood of the critical point (X0) there exists

a real transformation

(63) xi — x\ =2giiyJ (i,j — 1, 2, .. •, n)

such that

(64) ZiiM-^(Xj-x])   =   -yl-yl-...-yl + yl      + . . . + ̂ ,
V

while tlie differential equations of the orthogonal trajectories to the manifolds

f = const, if taken in the form

(65) l[f=fh (h = \,2,...,n)

are transformed into the equations

(66) ^f = 2rhyh^XKyViVi (*, i,3 = 1,2, -, »)

where rx, r2, ■ • -, r\t are positive constants and rfe+i, n+i, ■ • -, rn are nega-

tive constants, where each gy and Any is a continuoxis function of the y's
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in the neighborhood of the origin and the gy there possess continuous first

partial derivatives.

Proof.    With the aid   of  the representation  of / given in (54), (65)

becomes

(67)        ^ = 2Zbhi (xi-x°) + Z^f-(xi-*%) (xj-xj).

It follows from (C), § 2, that each bm equals its value, say ßu at (X0),

plus a sum of terms each a product of a difference (xj — xj) multiplied by

a function of the x's continuous in the neighborhood of (Z0). Thus (67)
becomes

(68) ^ = 2 Z thi fa - *°) + Z Bhij fa - xf) fa - a*)
a l i y

where each Bny is a continuous function of the x's in the neighborhood

of the origin. The transformation (55) of Lemma A will be applied to

(68). Remembering that the value of ay at the origin is written as ay,

it is seen that (55) may be written

(69) xh — x\ = Z ahi Zi + Z Chy Zi Zj
i ij

where each Cuj is a continuous function of the z's in the neighborhood

of their origin.

The transformation (55) applied to (68) gives

(70) 4? = 2 2>«* + 2 D*I«*J,ai i y

where the elements pu are constants such that, in matrix notation,

(71) p = a-^ßa

and each Dny is a continuous function of the z's in the neighborhood of

their origin.    But according to (57) ««' = 1 so that a' = a-1.    Hence

(71) may be written as

(72) p = a' ßa.

But from (55) and (56) it follows that

(73) a'ba = r.

Matrix relation (73) becomes at the origin

(74) a' ßa = r
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so that from (74) and (72) we have

p = r.

Thus (70) takes the form

(75) -^f- = 2rhzh-Y^DhijziZj.

Finally the transformation

(76) yk = V\njzh (h = 1, 2, • • -, n)

changes the right hand member of (56) to the right hand member of (64)

and takes (75) into the form (66). Thus the transformation obtained by

combining (55) and (76) so as to eliminate the z's is of the nature

required of (63) and the lemma is proved.

12. The correspondence between the complex / < c — e2 and

the complex / < c-\-e2 with the points (79) excluded. We are

concerned with a critical value c taken on by / at just one critical point

(Xo) of the kth type (0<k<n). Let the points (X) in the neighborhood

of (Xo) be subjected to the transformation (63) of Lemma B, § 11, so that

in terms of the new variables (yx, y%,- ■ •, Vn) = (7)

(77) f-c = q*-p*
where

(78) p3= 2/?4V2+ —+ y|,

q*=y2k+1    + —+ irj.

It is the purpose of this section to show that for a proper choice of con-

stants a and e(a>e>0), the complex of points satisfying f < c — ea

can be put into one-to-one continuous correspondence with the complex

of points satisfying / < c + e2 provided we exclude from the latter complex

those points which satisfy

(79) c — e2<f£ c-fe8,        p2<a2.

The existence of this correspondence is affirmed in slightly different terms

in the following lemma.

Lemma 8. If c be a critical value of f taken on by f at just one critical

point (Xo), and if (X0) is of the type for which 0 < k < n, then for a proper

choice of a and e, a > e > 0, the points (X) satisfying

(80) / < c — e*
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can be put into one-to-one continuous correspondence with the set of points

consisting of the points (80) together with the points satisfying

(81) c — e*<f£ c + ea, p2^a2.*

The latter inequality p* > a* has a meaning and is intended to have a

meaning only where the variables yx, g2, • • •, yn are defined (Lemma B),

that is, in the neighborhood of the given critical point. To prove this

lemma, Lemmas C, D, E, F, and G will first be established. For this

purpose the boundary points of (81) will be grouped into the following

sets of points : the points on / = c + e2 satisfying

(82) /=c + e»,        p*>a*,*

the points on / = c — e8 satisfying

(83) f=c-e*,        pi>a\*

the points on p2 — a2 satisfying

(84) p2 = a2, c — e*<f< c + e',

and the points

(85) p2= a2,        f=c-e2.

Lemma C. There exists a positive constant d so small that when a is

chosen less than d, e can then be chosen so small that none of the trajectories

orthogonal to the manifolds f= const, passes through more than one point

of (84) or its boundary.

Proof of Lemma C. For e sufficiently small each point of (84) lies

arbitrarily near some point satisfying

(86) p2= q2= a2.

Let (B) = (bl,b2,---,bn)bea, point satisfying (86). Let (U) = fa, u2, ■ - -, un)

be a point in the space of the y's near (B). The solutions of (66) which

pass through (U) when t = 0 are representable for t near 0 in the form

(87) yh = Fftfa, lit, ■ ■ -, Un, t) (h = 1, 2, • • -, n),

for which

(88) un = Yh(ih, Ui, ■ ■ -, Un, 0),

* Where the latter condition has no meaning through lack of definition of p it will he

supposed satisfied vacuously.
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where each Yh possesses continuous partial derivatives with respect to

all of its arguments for (U) neighboring (B) and t neighboring 0.

If now any point (U) neighboring (E) be given, the trajectory passing

through (U) for t = 0 meets the manifold p2 = a2 in as many points as

there are solutions (yx, y2, ■ ■ -, yn, t) of the equations

(89)
yh =   Yh(llx, U2, ••■, Un, t),

p2 = a2.

Equations (89) will be written in the form

(90)
yh— Fä(«t, u2, ■ ■ -, un, t) = 0,

yl + yl + --- + yl-<*2    = o.

The jacobian J of the left hand members of (90) with respect to yx, yt, ■ ■ ■, yn

and t for t = 0 is obtained by bordering an n-square unit matrix I as

follows (Lemma B, § 11):

J

2yu    2y2,---,2yk,    0,---,0

-2rl2/l + .

— 2rsyi-\--

— 2rnyn-\--

0

where the terms omitted in the last column are of the form Aijyiyj, where

each Ay is a continuous function of the y's in the neighborhood of the

origin.   The value of this jacobian when (U) = (Y) = (bx, b¡, • ■ -, bn) is

(91) J=*ZrhbU2Bm«bmbibj     (»»•.¿ = l»».-.»i)
h mii \    h    =1,2,..., kl

where each Bm%) is a continuous function of the Vs in the neighborhood

of the origin.

Recalling that rx, fi, ■ ■ -, ru, are all negative constants, let m and If be

two positive constants such that

w<— 4rh<M (h = 1,2, •••,&).
Then

(92) m2bl<-i2rhbl<M2bl.
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Since the point (B) satisfies (86),

a2 — Z°\.
h

Hence from (92)

ma2< — iZrhbl< Ma2 (h = 1,2, ■■•,&).
h

That is

(93) *2rhVh = Ra?,
h

where B is a function of fa, b2, ■ ■ ■, bn) such that

(94) m < | B ! < M.

Now the point (B) satisfies p2 = q2 = a2, from which it follows that

(95) \k\<a.

Moreover since the functions Bmy in (91) are continuous functions of the

point (B) for (B) in the neighborhood of the origin, there exists a constant

H such that for that neighborhood

(96) | Bmy | < H.

For this neighborhood it follows from (95) and (96) that

Z Bmy bm h bj < niHai,
my

where ns appears since there are not more than »3 terms bmbib¡.    Thus

Z Bmy bm h bj — Ta3,
my

where T is a function of the point (B) such that in the neighborhood of

the origin

(97) \T\<n*H.

From (91), (93), and (97) it follows that

J = Ra*+Tas.

We can and do hereby choose a positive constant d so small that for 0 < a < d

J+0.
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For this choice of a none of the segments of the trajectories with points

all lying sufficiently near (B) pass through more than one point of p2 = a2

neighboring (B). To show that none of these trajectories return to points

of (84) it will be useful to take again that representation of the trajectories

in which the parameter x at any point on a trajectory equals the value

of / at that point. For e sufficiently small the points on the trajectories

passing through some point in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (B)

and for which

c — e* < % < c -f e2

will all lie arbitrarily near (B) and hence have at most one intersection

with p2 = a2. But these trajectories no matter how extended will not

return to points of (84) or its boundary, for points on the extended tra-

jectories will be points for which

x > c + e*      or     x < c — e*

and hence will be points at which

f>c + e2      or     f<c — e*,

and hence will not be points satisfying (84) or its boundary.

The following lemma follows from the above proof, and in particular

from the non-vanishing of the above jacobian.

Lemma D. For a choice of a suck that the above jacobian is not zero and

for any point (U) sufficiently near some point of

p2 = q2= a2,

the trajectory passing through (U) for t = 0 meets the manifold

p2 = a2

in a point (Y) whose coordinates and parameter value t are continuous

functions of the coordinates of (U) and are provided with continuous first

partial derivatives.

The proof of the following lemma could be given along the same lines

as the proof of Lemmas C and D.

Lemma E. For a sufficiently small positive constant a, and corresponding

to this a, a sufficiently small positive constant e, and for any point (U)

sufficiently near some point of

p2 = q2 = a*,
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the trajectory which passes  through (U)  when   t = O  meets  the manifold

p2 — q2 = e2

in a point (Y) whose coordinates and parameter value t are continuous

functions of the coordinates of (U) and are provided with continuous first

partial derivatives.

The following lemma will now be proved:

Lemma F. For a sufficiently small positive constant a, and corresponding

to this a, a sufficiently small positive constant e, all of the trajectories passing

through points of (84) pass through points of (83).

The equations (84) may be written in terms of the point (Y) as

(98) — e2 < p2— q2 < e2,       p2 = a2,

or again as

(99) p1 = a2,        a2—c2<q*<a2-\-e2,

while (83) may be written as

(100) p'— g,= el,       p2>a2.

To distinguish between a point (Y) on (99) and a point (Y) on (100),

any point (Y) on (99) will be written as (Y) = (U) = («i, u2, •••, un).

Now (99) and (100) have as common boundary points the points satisfying

2(101) p2 = a2,        q

Let (B) — (bi, b2, •••, bn) be any point on (101).   The complete set of

points on (99) consists of the points on the following family of straight lines:

wi      = blf

u2     = b2,

(102) ufe     = bk,

tik+i = mbk+i,

Un       =  mbn,

where m is  a parameter varying on each straight line on the interval

(103) 1<rn^y^!±^.
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For m = 1, (U) = fa). If m, considered <*>, the single independent

variable, vary on its interval (103), (IT) will then vary on the straight

line (102), and the trajectory through (U), according to Lemma E, will

meet p2—q* = e2 in a point (Y) whose coordinates and parameter value t

will be continuous functions of m provided with continuous derivatives

with respect to m. (U), (Y), and t, thus depending upon m, satisfy (87)

making (87) an indentity in m. The lemma will follow readily if it can be

shown that as m increases on its interval, and (Y) depends on m as just

described, p2 = y\ -f y\ -\- ■ ■ ■ + y\, considered as a function of m, increases.

To this end let (87) be differentiated with respect to m. At m = 1 and

hence t = 0 (cf. (66)),

a««     £_    [^+SAUmi\jL (¿=i;I;:::;,:;).

(105) -/¿-=<"- + [2r>-»+2A»'!»m\jh    ('< = *+1.-,»)-

If the two members of the equation in (104) which gives dyiJdm be

multiplied by 2yu (h = 1, 2, • • -, k) and the resulting k equations added,

the left hand sum will become dp21 dm, and if in the right hand sum we set

(7) = (U) = (JB) we will have

where the terms omitted here and in the subsequent equations of this

proof are sums of terms of the form

Bhijbhbibj,

where Bny is a continuous function of all of the b's in the neighborhood

of the origin.

Similarly, upon multiplying the two members of the equation in (105)

that gives dyhjdm by 2yn (h = /f-f-1, ••-, ») and adding the resulting

»—k equations we will have at (Y) = (U) = (B), using (101),

(107>     Sr = w-i*>+4l>''«+-j£ »-*+*••• »).

Now the coordinates of (Y) considered as the above functions of m satisfy

p2 — q2 = e2 identically.   Thus

(108) ¥- = ^-
dm dm
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Upon eliminating —r— and -=— from (106), (107), and (108), we have
dm dm

dm Erhbl—ynb* + • • •        \i  = k+\, ■ ■ ■, n)

(109)

Zrhbl-Znbf +
h i

2 [^rkbl+--] ia'-e2)

' -2\rj\*J + ..-
(j = 1,2,..-,«).

Now if a be a sufficiently small positive constant and e be less, say,

than a/2, it can be shown by the methods used at the end of the proof

of Lemma C that the expression (109) has the sign of

2  2rhM

■2MW
and hence is positive.

For this choice of a and e, dp2/dm is then positive at (B), that is, when

m = 1. For a fixed (a>0) and for e sufficiently small, the interval (103)

will be arbitrarily small. Hence for e sufficiently small dp2/dm will be

positive throughout the interval (103). But for m = 1, p2 = a2. Thus

on the interval (103) p2>a2, and the lemma follows directly.

The preceding proof requires only a formal alteration to serve as the

proof of the following lemma.

Lemma G. For a sufficiently small positive constant a and, corresponding

to this a, a sufficiently small positive constant e, none of the trajectories passing

through points o/(84) or its boundary will pass through a point o/(82).

Proof of Lemma 8. Let us return to that form of representation of the

orthogonal trajectories in which the parameter x at any point on a trajec-

tory equals the value of / at that point. Let (X) be any interior point

of (81). On the trajectory through (X) there will be a first point P pre-

ceding (X) in the sense of a decreasing x which is on the boundary of (81),

and a first point Q following (X) in the sense of an increasing x which is

on the boundary of (81). It follows from Lemmas C and G that neither P

nor Q can lie on (85). P will lie then either on (83) or else on (84), while Q

will lie on (82) or else on (84).   There are four possibilities:

(a) P on (84),       Q on (84),

(b) P on (84),       Q on (82),
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(c) P on (83),        Q on (84),

(d) P on (83),       Q on (82).

The combination (a) is impossible according to Lemma C, while combina-

tion (b) is impossible according to Lemma G.

Thus P always lies on (83). Further, the points P will include each

point Pi on (83). For there are no boundary points of (81) other than

points /— c—e2 neighboring Px. Hence all of the points neighboring Pi

for which />c — e2 will be interior points of (81). Hence on a trajectory

through Pi the points neighboring Pi for which x>c—e2 will be interior

points of (81).    Thus Pi will be one of the points P.

According to (c) and (d) all of the points Q lie either on (82) or else

on (84). Further, the points Q include all of the points of (82), a fact which

can be proved after the manner of proof in the preceding paragraph. The

points Q also include all the points Qi of (84). For according to Lemma F

a trajectory which passes through a point Qi on (84) in the sense of a

decreasing x will meet (83) in a point, say P¡. Now any point of (83)

such as Pi has just been proved to be a point P. Since there can be

no point on (82) or (84) between Pj and Qu Qi must be a point Q. Thus

the points Q include all of the points of (82) and (84). To sum up, the

segments PQ include all of the points of (81) and the boundary of (81)

save the points of (85). At each of the points of (85) it is convenient to

suppose a point P coincident with a point Q.

Let xi and x2 be respectively the values of x at a point P and corre-

sponding Q. The value of xx is c — e2. The position of Q and value of x2

are readily seen to be continuous functions of the position of P. To define

the correspondence whose existence is affirmed in Lemma 8 let each trajec-

tory PQ be continued from P in the sense of a decreasing i to a point B

at which x = x0, where

Xl Xq  = X2 Xi .

The new trajectory segments BP will consist of points satisfying (80). Now

let every point of (80) not on a segment BP correspond to itself, and let

every point of (80) with parameter value x on a segment BP correspond

to that point on BPQ with parameter value x', at which

(t'—x0) = 2{x-x0).

The correspondence thereby established is readily seen to be of the nature

required in the lemma to be proved.

13. Incidence relations between the boundary of Dn and the

remainder of the complex / < c + e*.   Following the general outline
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of the method given in § 10 this section is devoted first to proving that

the set of points Dn satisfying

(110) — e*<Lq2—p2< e2,       p2 < a2,        0<e<a,

make up an «-cell a„ and its boundary, and secondly to investigating the

incidence relations between Dn and the remainder of the complex of points

satisfying / <¡ c + e2.

For the moment let p and q in (110) be interpreted as the rectangular

cartesian coordinates (pq) of a point in a p, q plane. So interpreted the

points (pq) which satisfy (110) consist of all those points lying between

the two conjugate hyperbolas

which also lie between the two straight lines

p = a,       p = — a.

Since a>e these two straight lines meet the two conjugate hyperbolas

altogether in eight real points. The two-dimensional set of points in the

(pq) plane satisfying (110) will be denoted by D2. D2 contains the origin

and is symmetrical with respect to it.

We will now consider a transformation T of the coordinates (pq) into

rectangular coordinates (uv) which carries D2 into a rectangle E2 with

vertices at the intersections of the straight lines p = ± a with the hyper-

bola q2—p2 = e2. By the methods of elementary analytic geometry it is

seen that a straight line segment issuing from the origin in the (pq) plane

in any direction whatsoever meets the boundary of D2 in just one point

whose distance from the origin varies continuously with the angle the given

line segment makes with the p axis. The same is true of the boundary

of the rectangle E2. D2 and E2 can be put into a one-to-one continuous

correspondence T by requiring that a point (pq) on A that divides the

straight line segment from the origin to the boundary of Z>2 in a particular

ratio shall correspond on E2 to a point on the same straight line and so

placed as to divide the line segment from the origin to the boundary of Et in

the same ratio.

The following properties of the transformation T will be used.

(A) Under the transformation T the point (pq) is related to its corre-

spondent (uv) as follows:

u = r(piqi)p,

(U1) v = r(p2q*)q, r(00) = 0,
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where r (p2 q2) is a positive, single-valued, continuous function of p2 and q2

for each pair (pq) in A not equal to (00). The pair (pq) is obviously also

related to its correspondent (uv) as follows:

p = a (u2 v2) u,

(112)
q = a(u2v2)v, ff(00) = 0,

where a (u2 v2) is a positive, single-valued, continuous function of us and

t>2for each pair (tii;) in E2 not equal to (00).

(B) Under T the points (pq) on Ds, that is the points satisfying

(113) — e2< q2—p2£ e2, p2 < a2,

correspond to the points (uv) on E%, that is the points satisfying

(114) w2^ a2, v2£ b2,

where we have set                   a2 -f- e8 = b2.

(C) The points on the boundary of D2 satisfying

(115) p' — q'^e*, q2£a2-e2,

taken with the points on the boundary of D2 which satisfy

(116) p2=ai, a2—e2<q2<ia2±e2,

form two continuous curve segments which correspond under T to those two

sides of the rectangle E2 which satisfy

(117) n2= a2, v2£ b2.

The points (pq) satisfying (115) are the two finite curve segments cut off

from the hyperbola p2 — q2 = e2 by the straight lines p = ±o, while

the points (pq) satisfying (116) make up the four finite segments of the

straight lines p = db « which lie between the two conjugate hyperbolas.

(D) The points on the boundary of A which satisfy

(118) (f-f=ei,        p2<a2,

correspond under T to those two sides of the rectangle E2 which satisfy

(119) m2= b2, v2<a2.
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The points (pq) satisfying (118) obviously make up those two finite segments

of the hyperbola q2—p2 = e2 which lie between the two straight lines

p = ± a.

The results just obtained properly interpreted will give us the following

lemma.  In this lemma we will again understand by p2 and q2 the expressions

(120) f=Vl    +yl    +- + yl>

22= î/*+i + 0*+a+- •• + */»,

and in  addition,  in terms of the variables (zx, z2, • • •, zn) = (Z) we set

*-<   +4   +- + 4,

17 2fe+l ^ *fe+2    I ^ Zn •

Lemma 9.    There exists a  one-to-one continuous correspondence between

a set of points (yx, y2, • ■ -, yn) = (Y) and a set of points fo, «»,. • •, zn) = (Z)

(a) under which the set of points (Y) satisfying

(122) — e2 £ q2—p2 <¡ e2,        p2 <: a2

corresponds to the points (Z) satisfying

(123) u2£ a2,       v2£_b2,

(b) while that part of the boundary of (122) that consists of points (Y)

satisfying

(124) p2—q2= e2,        q2 < a2— e2

and of points (Y) satisfying

(125) p2=a2,        a2—e2<q2<a2+e2

corresponds to those boundary points (Z) of (123) which satisfy

(126) u2 = a2,       v2 < b2,

(c) while the boundary points (Y) of (122) satisfying

(127) q2 — p2= e2,        p2<a2

■M
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correspond to those boundary points (Z) of (123) which satisfy

128) v2 = b2,        u2<a2.

The correspondence whose existence is affirmed in this lemma may be

given in terms of the function r(p2q2) of (111) as follows:

(129) Zi=r(p2q2)yi (i = 1, 2, - --, n),

where p2 and q2 here as in the future stand for the functions of the y's

to which they are set equal in (120).

From (129) we have at once that

[4+Z¡+ .•• + $ = rHp*q*)[y¡ + y¡+ --- +$,
(130)

[zl+1    +---+<] = r2(pV)fo£H     +•••+#■

Equations (130) show that the functions p2 and q2 are related under the

transformation (129) to the functions u2 and v2 by equations obtained by

squaring the different members of (111). But from equations (111) so squared

follow those parts of the results of (B), (C) and (D) which describe in detail

how p2 and q2 are transformed into u2 and v2, and the analytical results

there contained abstracted from their geometric setting lead directly to the

results (a), (b) and (c) of this lemma.

The correspondence is obviously continuous. That it is one-to-one will

now be proved by giving its inverse. From (111) and (112) it follows that

if neither (pq) nor (uv) = (00)

—,   »  g.   = ff (w*v*).
r(p2q2)

Thus (129) may be written

(131) y i = a(u-v2)zi (i — 1, 2, • • -, n),

where here u2 and v2 stand for those functions of the z's to which they

are set equal in (121). Further, (131) obviously also holds for the points

just excepted, namely (F) = (Z) = (0, 0, •••, 0). Thus the correspondence

is one-to-one, and the lemma is completely proved.

The set of points (Z) satisfying (123) can readily be shown to make

up an »-cell and its boundary. Hence the corresponding set of points (Y)

satisfying (122) make up an n-cell and its boundary. The set of points (Y)

satisfying (122)  lias  been   termed  the set Dn.    Dn will  also  be  used  to
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designate the set of points (X) = (xx,x2, ■ ■ -, xn) corresponding to the

points (F) of Dn.

Let c be the value of / at the given critical point. All of the points (X)

of Dn satisfy

(132) /<c + e!,

and are separated from the remaining points (Ar) satisfying (132) by those

boundary points of Dn satisfying (124) and (125). These boundary points

of Dn satisfying (124) and (125) will be termed the old boundary points

of D„ while the remaining boundary points of Dn, namely those satisfying

(127), will be termed the new boundary points of Dn. The set of all points

of Dn other than the old boundary points of Dn will be called the new-

points of Dn.

The points (Z) satisfying (123) may be represented by a pair of points

(PQ) of which P is a point in a /„-dimensional space with coordinates

(*i, e„ ■■■, zu) satisfying

u2 < a2,

and Q is a point in an (« — k) - dimensional space with coordinates

Ufc+i, *fc+2, —, *») satisfying

v2 £ b2.

Let the (k — 1 )-dimensional hypersphere u2 = a2 in the space of the points

Pbe denoted by Sk-i and the (n — k—1 )-dimensional hypersphere v2 = b2

in the space of the points Q be denoted by Sn-k-i- With the above

convention the results of Lemma 9 may be translated into the following

lemma.

Lemma 10. The set D„ of points (Y) satisfying (122) make up an n-cell

and its boundary. It can be put into one-to-one continuous correspondence

ivith the set of pairs of points (PQ) obtained by combining an arbitrary

point P interior to or on a (k—1)-dimensional hypersphere Sk-i with an

arbitrary point Q interior to or on an (n — k — I)-dimensional hypersphere

Sn-k-i- In this correspondence, points on the old boundary of Dn cor-

respond to those pairs (PQ) that are obtained by combining an arbitrary

point P on Sk-i with an arbitrary point Q interior to or mi 8H-k-i, tvhile

points on the new boundary of Dn correspond to those pairs of (PQ) that

are obtained by combining an arbitrary point P interior to Sk-i with an

arbitrary point Q on Sn-k-i-

If we make use of the terms of the preceding lemma, Lemma 8 may

be restated and completed as follows.

24*
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Lemma 11. The complex of points satisfying f < c—e2 can be put into

one-to-one continuous correspondence with the complex of points, say C'n,

consisting of the points satisfying f <¡ c + e2 with the new points of Dn

excluded. The remaining points of Dn, namely the points on the old

boundary of Dn, are on the boundary of Cn.

14. A representation of Dn in terms of the cells of Sk-i and

Sn-k-i. Suppose the hypersphere Sk-i "covered just once" by a non-

singular complex whose matrices of incidence H, are given by the equations

H,
1     1
1     1 (i=l, 2, ■■-, k—1).

Denote the two ¿-cells of Sk-i by a\ and a'l («'= 0, 1, • ••, k—1). Denote

the ft-cell consisting of the points interior to Sk-i by au- Similarly suppose

Sn-k-i covered just once by a non-singular complex whose matrices of

incidence H/ (j = 1, 2, •••, » — k—l) are each identical with the pre-

ceding matrices H,-. Denote the two j-cells of 8n-k-i by bj and b'j

(j = 0, 1, • • -, »—k—1). Denote the (»—ft)-cell consisting of the points

interior to Sn-k-i by bn-k.

Let a be any one of the cells ai, aï or ak, and ß be any one of the

cells b'j, b'j, or bn-k- If an arbitrary point P of a cell a be combined

with an arbitrary point Q of a cell ß there will result a set of pairs of

points (PQ) which may be considered as the elements of an (i-{-j)-cell.

Denote such an (¿+j')-cell by (aß). According to Lemma 10 the complex

consisting of all such (¿-f-,/)-cells will be a non-singular complex covering

Dn just once. This complex of (¿+,;')-cells will be adopted as the future

representation of Dn.

It follows from Lemma 10 that in the representation of Dn just adopted

the interior points of Dn will be represented by the ra-cell (ak bn-k) while

the new boundary of Dn will be represented by the (k -\-j) - cells fat))

and (akb'f). Here k is the number specifying the type of critical point

being considered, and j takes on the values 0, 1, • ■ -, » — k — 1. It should

be noted that for each value of j there are just two of these (k -\-j)- cells.

The cells (akb'j), (akb'f), and (akbn-k) will be termed the new cells of D„

and the remaining cells of Dn the old cells of Dn.

The above representation of Dn shows that there are no new cells of

dimensionality less than k. The points on the boundary of a cell (aß)

will be represented by the pairs (PQ) obtained by combining a point P

on the boundary of a with a point Q on ß or its boundary, or by combining

a point Q on the boundary of ß with a point P on a or its boundary.

For the work to follow it is important to determine the (m —1)- cells on
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the boundary of each new wi-cell. We begin with the new cells of lowest

dimensionality.

The only (k — l)-cells on the boundary of the new Ar-cell (aM) will be

obtained by combining an arbitrary point of a boundary (k—l)-cell of a;c,

namely ajt_i or a'k-i, with bó giving thus the two (k—1)-cells

(a'k-i K), (a'k-ib'o)    on   (a/c&ó),

both of which are old cells of Dn. Similarly the only (k — 1)-cells on the

boundary of (at bö) are the old cells

(ak-ibg), (a'kUK')   on   (akb'¿).

For j = 1, 2, • • -, n — k — 1 the (&+,/ — 1)-cells on the boundary of the

new (&-{-/)-cell (akb'j) are obtained by combining a boundary (k — l)-cell

of «fe, namely a'k-i or ail-i, with b'j, or by combining a boundary (,;' — l)-cell

of b'j, namely &j-i or bj'-t, with afc, giving thus the (k-\-j — l)-cells

(4-1 b'j), (4-i b'j), (ak &j-i), (ak bjU) on (a,: b'j)    (j = 1, 2,..., n—k—1),

of which the first two cells are old cells and the latter two cells are new

cells. Similarly the (k-\-j — 1)-cells on the boundary of the new (&+/)-cell

(akbj) are the cells

(Ofc-i by), (a'U bj'), (ak 6J_x), (ak b}'-i)  on (ak Vf)    (j = 1,2,. • •, n—k—1),

of which the first two are old cells and the latter two are new cells.

Finally the (n — l)-cells on the boundary of the new «-cell (akbn-k) are

(a'k-ibn-k),   (a'k-ibn-k),   (akb'n-k-i),    («/c&n-fe-i)    on    (akbn-k),

of which the first two are old cells and the latter two are new cells.

15. Differences between the connectivity numbers of the

complex /<c — e2 and the complex f<^c-\-e2. It follows from

Lemma 11 that the complex /< c — e2 has the same connectivity numbers

as the complex Cn consisting of the points satisfying / < c -+- e2 with the

new points of Dn excluded. The problem of this section then resolves

itself into one of determining the relations between the connectivity numbers

of the complex Cn and those of the complex / <j c -f e2. Denote the latter

complex by Cn.

If the new points of Dn be added to C,[ there results C„. The question

then is what is the effect upon the connectivity numbers of adding the
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new points of Dn to Cn? According to Lemma 11 the only points of Dn

coinciding with points of Cn are the old boundary points of Dn. Because

of the simple nature of the functions defining the boundaries of these com-

plexes we can and will suppose C» broken up into its component cells in

such a manner that points of Cn that coincide with points of Dn all lie

on cells of Cn that coincide with cells of Dn.

Let H¡ (i = 1, 2, >.., n) be the ¿th matrix of incidence of Cn. Let qí

be the rank (mod2) of H,. For the same values of i let H/ be the

ith. matrix of incidence of Cn. Let q\ be the rank (mod2) of H/. Let

-R/0' = 0, 1, • ••, n) be the jth connectivity number of C„ and Bj that

of Cn. For the same values of j let «; be the number of ¿-cells on C„

and a) the corresponding number for Cn. The following well known

equations will be used:

(133)

Bo —

Äi -

B2    —

Bn-\-

Bn

=  »0      —Qi       — 1 :

=    «9 es,

«»—1 — Qn—l — (¡n,

an     —Qn-

Equations (133) refer to C». Similar equations hold for Cn and are obtained

by priming each letter in (133). From equations (133) and equations (133)

with the primes added there can be obtained by a subtraction of the corre-

sponding members of the respective equalities the equations

(134)

Bo

Bi

B2

■Bo

B[

B2 a-.

«o

«Í
«2

fa
fa
fa

<?0,
■fO
-Q2)

fa— Qi),
fa — Qt),

Bn-l — B'n-i  —  «n-i — «»—i — (çn—l — Qn—l) — (Qn — Qn),

Bn     — Bn      =  a„     —an     — fa     — qn).

To apply these equations the relations between the matrices H/ and HJ

will now be determined.   In the first place we have

h, = h; (¿=1,2,..., ft-1),

since for these values of i there are no new ¿-cells (§ 14) so that for these

values of i, Cn and Cn contain the same ¿-cells. According to the results

of § 14 the table of incidence of the (k — l)-cells with the fc-cells of C„

will take the following form:
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(a* 65)    (a*: b'o')

y
(Ofe-i b'o)

(afc'-i b'o)
(a'k-i b'o')

(a*'-i un

where the »'s represent ft-cells which it is not desired to give more

explicitly and the y's represent (k — l)-cells. The rectangle containing H¿

is supposed filled out with the elements of the matrix H¿. The matrix Hfc

of course consists of the elements of the above two rectangles combined.

It can be simplified as follows. The two new fc-cells written above the

last two columns are on at least one new (A-f-l)-cell (§ 14). The boundary

of this (&4-l)-cell is a /¿-circuit. Let the columns, other than the last

column, which in the table are written under /¿-cells that are on this

¿-circuit, be added to the last column. The last column will thereby be

reduced to zero (mod2) without altering the rank of Hk. Let the third

from the last row be added to fourth from the last row. As a result there

will be but one element not zero in the last two columns. The rank qL

of the matrix of elements of H¿ has by these processes not been altered

(mod 2). It is seen that for Qk there are two possibilities depending upon

the nature of the resulting matrix in the left hand rectangle, namely either

Case 1,

or

Case 2,

Qk   =  Qk

Qk   = Qk-\- 1

(0</i<w).

It may be  shown by examples that both of these cases actually occur.

The tables of incidence corresponding to the matrices Hfc+J- for

j = 1,2, ■ ■ -, n—k — 1 (§14) are given by the first table on page 384.

In the special case where k — n—1 there is no table of this sort.

In this table conventions similar to those of the previous table are

made. The matrix Hk+j is of course the matrix of all the elements

included in the four rectangles. It can be simplified as follows. First,

exactly as in the case of the preceding table there is a set of columns

which added to the last column (mod 2) reduce that column to zeros. If

now the next to the last row be added to the three other rows that have
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x X x      (au bj)     fa b")

y
fa-i b'j)
fa'-i&j)
(a'k-i by)

(a'k-i b")

(ak bj-i)

(ak bj'-i)

H¿k+j

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1

1

unity in the next to the last column, there will be left (mod 2) in the

last two rows and columns only one element not zero and that a 1 in

the next to the last row and column.    It follows that

Qk+j — Qk+j-V 1      0 = 1,2,.

Finally, corresponding to the matrix H„ there is the table

x     x    - ■ •    x      (ak bn-k)

n- k— 1).

y
(a'k-i bn-k)

(a'k-l bn-k)

(ak b'n-k-i)

fa b'n-k-l)

Hi

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

1

1

from which it follows that
Qn = Qn + 1.

The number of cells of any particular rank which are contained in Cn but

not in Cn can be read off from the preceding tables. We tabulate the

following results:

a i

"i

«i

«¿

■ «i

a\

«5
a¡

a\

= o,
= 2,
= 2,
= 2,
= 1,

—G
-Q

-Q

-Q

-Qi

O (¿= 1, 2,---,k — 1)

0 (i = k     Case 1)
1 (i = k Case 2)

1 (¿ = ä4-1, fe 4-2, •••, n— 1)
1 (i = »)
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From these equations and equations (134) it follows for a critical point

of the kth type (0<k<n) that

Ei = E'i       (i = 0, 1, ..., k — 2, fc+1, k + 2, •••, n)
while either

Ek-i = B'k-i and       lffc = i&-r-l (Case 1)

or
Pfc-i = E'k-i— 1       and       Ek = E'k (Case 2).

That both Case 1 and Case 2 are possible may be shown by simple examples.

If we recall that the complex C'n has the same connectivity numbers as the

complex / < c — e2 (Lemma 11, § 13) we have the following fundamental

theorem.

Theorem 3. Let c be a critical value assumed by f at just one critical

point and that a critical point of a type for which 0</c<«; then for a

sufficiently small positive constant e the connectivity numbers E¡ of the complex

of points satisfying f <L c-fe2 differ from the connectivity numbers El of

tlie complex of points satisfying f <! c — e2 only in that either

Ek     = E'k    +1

or else

Ek~i = Ek,—i — 1.

Critical points of the tcth type

16. Let there be given a critical value of the given function, say c,

taken on by / at a critical point of the «th type, and at no other critical

point. Let e be a positive constant so small that there is no critical value,

other than c, between c — e2 and c-\-e2, or equal to c—e2 or c + e2. This

section is devoted to proving the following theorem.

Theorem 4. If c be a critical value of f taken on at just one critical point,

and that of the nth type, then for a sufficiently small positive constant e, the

connectivity numbers Ei of the complex of points in 8 satisfying

(135) /<c + e2

differ from the connectivity numbers E¡ of the complex of points in S satisfying

(136) /< c-e2

only in that
Bn—i = En~ i — 1.

Before proving this theorem the following lemma will be established.

Lemma.   For any complex Cn lying in a finite part of euclidean n-space,

and bounded by a finite number of distinct dosed manifolds on each of
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which f takes on a non-critical constant value the connectivity number Rn

equals unity.

While a theorem similar to this could be proved under much more general

hypotheses this particular lemma is all that we need here. To prove the

lemma observe that in the given euclidean »-space we can choose an

(n — 1)-dimensional hypersphere Slt,-x so large that it contains Cn entirely

in its interior. Let An be the complex consisting of the points interior to

and on 8n-i. An can be broken up into component cells in such a manner

as to contain Cn as a sub-complex of its cells. Now as is well known,

for An, Bn = 1, or in equivalent terms An contains no »-circuits. Hence

Cn contains no »-circuits, and its connectivity number Bn must also be

unity.    Thus the lemma is proved.

In terms of the y's of Lemma 4, § 3, / can be represented in the

neighborhood of the given critical point in the form

— c = —y\-y\-y2n.

If the points (Y) satisfy

(137) 0 < ijl + >A + --- + yl<e2,

the corresponding points (X) satisfy the relations

c - e2 </ £ c

and thus satisfy (135) but not (136).

Denote the complex (135) by Cn and the complex (136) by C'n. The

points (A) corresponding to the points (Y) satisfying (137) obviously make

up an »-cell, say an, which belongs to Cn. The boundary of an consists

of points at which the sum of the squares of the y's equals e2 and so

consists of points at which / = c—e2. The boundary of an thus lies on

the boundary of CÚ ■ Let a„ be added to Cn, thereby forming a complex

denoted by C". If use be made of the orthogonal trajectories employed for

a similar purpose in § 7, it is easy to prove that Cn and C',[ can be put

into one-to-one continuous correspondence and hence have the same

connectivity numbers K*.

The question remains as to what is the relation between the connectivity

numbers Ri of C'n and those B\ of Cn. Cñ and 6",[ differ only in that an

belongs to C'n' and not to Cn- If then C'ñ be supposed represented by

the cells of C"n together with the n-^ell an, it appears that all the matrices

of incidence of C'n and of C',[ will be identical except the »th ones. From

formulas (134) it follows that the connectivity numbers of C,[ and Cn are
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the same with the possible exception of the nth and (n — 1) th connec-

tivity numbers.

Now it follows from the preceding lemma that both En and E'n equal

unity so that

(138) En~E'n=0.

Let cc'i and «" be respectively the numbers of ¿-cells in C'n and C"n, and

q'j and q" be respectively the ranks of the ,/th matrix of incidence of C'n

and Cn.   Since a„ is the only «-cell in C'ñ that is not in C'n we have

(139) <*',l—*» = 1.

The last two equations of (134) become under the present notation

(140)    Bn-i- E'n-i = «;'-i - «;. j—(g iu—e;_o—(Q'n - q„) ,

(141) En     -E'n       =   a'4     -«'»     -(<?n      — f».

From (138), (139) and (141) it follows that

(142) Q'n-Q'„  =   1.

Since tt'n~i = «»-i and cñ'_i = çn-i it follows from (140) that

Pn-l  =  P?i   1 — 1 •

Thus the theorem is completely proved.

General theorems concerning the critical points

17.   The case of a critical  value  of / taken on at several

different critical points.   Up to this point only those critical values of

/ have been considered which are taken  on at just one critical point.

A first theorem in the general case is the following:

Theorem 5. Let c be any critical value of f that is not the absolute

minimum of f in S, and mi be the number of critical points of the ith type

at which f = c. Let e be a small positive constant. Let Ei and E'i be

respectively the ith connectivity numbers of the complex of points in S satis-

fying
(143) f<c + e2

and

(144) /< c—e8.

Then for e sufficiently small there exist integers p0, P\, •--, pn-i and

Qii ?s j • • •, 2», all positive or zero, such that
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m0     = Po,

«h      = Pi     -\-qi,

m2     = p2     -\-q2,

mn-i = pn-\ -\- qn-\,

mn     = qn,

B0    —Bo      = Po    —?i,

Bi    —B{      = pt    —q2,

Bn—l — Bn—l  — Pn—1 — qn,

Bn  =  Bn  =   1.

Denote the complex defined by (143) by Cn, and that defined by (144)

by Cn. The critical points at which / = c are divided for convenience

into those of type 0, those of type n, and those of the remaining types.

Corresponding to this division of the critical points into classes the proof

of the above theorem is divided into parts A, B, and C.

A. Critical points of type 0 at which f = c. For e sufficiently small

it follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2 of § 9 that the points

in Cn neighboring the m0 critical points of type 0 make up m0 »-cells and

their boundaries, distinct from each other and from any other points of

Cn, and not included at all among the points of Cn. If these rao »-cells

and their boundaries be added to Cn there will result a complex, say C'n,

whose connectiv'y numbers B'ñ will differ from those of Cn only in that

(148) B'o'—B'o = m0.

B. Critical points of type » at which f = c. For e sufficiently small

it follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4, § 16, that the points in

the neighborhood of the mn critical points of type » make up m„ distinct

»-cells whose boundaries belong to CH, but which themselves belong only

to Cn- If these mn »-cells be added to C'ú there will result a complex

C'n  whose connectivity numbers BÏ' will differ from those of C',[ only in that

(149) iC-i— Bn-i = — m».

C. Critical points not of type 0 or » at which f = c. With each

critical point of this class there can be associated a complex of points

Dn, exactly as is done in Lemmas 10 and 11 for the case where the given

(145)

and such that

(146)

while, as ever,

(147)
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critical point is the only critical point at which / = c. For e and a

sufficiently small the different complexes Dn will all be distinct from each

other. The so called "new points" of each complex Dn will belong to Cn •

Suppose that there are just r critical points, at which / = e and which

are of a type neither 0 or n. Let Aj be the set of new points in the complex

Dn associated with the jth. one of these critical points (j = 1, 2, ■ • -, r).

Let all of the points of Cn not already in C'n and not among the points

of any set Aj be added to C", thereby forming a complex C'n". C'n" and

C'n can be put into one-to-one continuous correspondence by the methods

of Lemma 11, § 13, so that the complexes C'n" and C'n" will have the

same connectivity numbers.

Finally to obtain Cn we have only to add to Cn'" the different sets Aj.

We will suppose that these sets Aj are added in the order of their sub-

scripts. Suppose that Aj was associated with a critical point of type kj.

The addition of A¡ to what we shall call the old complex, consisting of

Cn" and the points of Ax, A2, •••, Aj-x, wul &iye a new complex whose

connectivity numbers will differ from the connectivity numbers of the old

complex, either (Case 1) in that the kjth connectivity number of the new

complex will be one greater than that of the old complex, or else (Case 2)

the (kj—l)th connectivity number of the new complex will be one less

than that of the old complex. We now define^, for i = 1, 2, • • -, n — 1,

as the number of critical points of type i, at which / = c, which come

under Case 1, and define qi for the same values of i as the number of

critical points of the ¿th type at which / = c which come under Case 2.

The connectivity numbers B"" of Cn'" are obviously then related to the

connectivity numbers Ei of Cn as follows:

Bo    —Bo     = —qi,

Pi     —Pi'"    =-Pl     —02,

(150) .

Bn-2 — Pre-2  — pn-i — On-X,

Bn—i — Pn-i  ~z Pn—1-

We now define p0 as equal to m0 and define qH as equal to mn. If use

be made of the fact that the connectivity numbers of C'n and CÜ have no

differences other than that given by (148), and that the connectivity numbers

of Cn and Cn" have no differences other than that given by (149), while

E"" — El" without exception, then from equations (150) and the definitions

of the p's and the q's the theorem follows.

18. Relations between the connectivity numbers of the complex

f<Ci and the complex f<c2.
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Theorem 6. Let ct and ct (ct < c2) be two non-critical values taken on

by f in S. Let mi be the number of critical points of the ith type at which

f equals some constant between cx and c2. Let Bi and B'i be the ith con-

nectivity numbers of the complexes of points in S respectively satisfying f <L ct

and /< cx; then there exist integers, p0, pv - - -, pn__x, and qx, q2, ■ • -, qn,

all positive or zero, such that

"\ = Po>

mi=pi+qi        (*'= l,2,...,n—1),

mn =  1n>

and such that

Br R'i = p-1Hi      d = 0,1,...., n— 1)

while as ever

Bn  =   B,i  =   1 •

Let a i, a2, - ■ -, ar be the critical values of / between Ci and Cü , taken

in the order of increasing magnitude. With each of these critical values

of / say fly, let there be associated a positive constant ej taken so small

that for this choice of ej Theorem 5 holds if c and e in Theorem 5 are

here taken to be aj and e,- respectively. Let the constants e, be also taken

so small that the constants

(151)    fi,   a1 — el,   «i-fei,   c^—e3,   fls4-es,   •••>   «<• — er,   ar\er,   d

are none of them equal and appear in (151) in the order of increasing

magnitude. Now there are no critical values of/ between c\ and ai — e\.

It follows from Lemma 6, § 7, that the complex / <[ Ci has the same

connectivity numbers as the complex/^ a\ — ei. For the same reason

the complexes /< ai-\-ei and/< Of+i — e,+i, for i = 1, 2, •••, r—1,

have the same connectivity numbers, as well as the complexes / ^ ar -\- er

and / <¡ ('a. The relations between the connectivity numbers of the complex

/ <j uj-\- ej and the complex / < aj — c¡ are of the nature of those given

by the preceding Theorem 5.

If then there be considered in succession the complexes of points in 8

satisfying / < c, where c takes on, in succession, the constants in (151)

in their order from left to right, the relations between these successive

complexes will combine into the relations of which this theorem affirms

the existence.

19. Relations between all of the critical points in S and the

connectivities of S. The following theorem is proved under the boundary

conditions « of § 4.

Theorem 7. Let Mi be the total number of critical points of f of the

ith type (i = 0, 1, •••, »).    Let Bi be the jth connectivity number of S.
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Under the boundary conditions « there exist integers P0, Px, ■■-, Pn~i and

Qij Qi, '") Qn> all positive or zero, such that

M0 = Pu + 1,

(152) Mi = Pi+Qi (i = 1, 2, -.., n— 1),

Mn  = Qn

and such that

(153) P¿—1 = Pi — Qi+i      (i = 0, 1, ..., n — 1)
while as ever

(154) En— 1  = 0.

Let s be the number of critical points at which / takes on its absolute

minimum m. According to Theorem 2, § 9, for a sufficiently small positive

constant e, the connectivity numbers Pi of the complex of points satisfying

/ < m -\- e2 are given by the relations

(155) B'o = s,       Rl = R2 = - • - = Ri = 1.

The proof of these results in Theorem 2 presupposed that e was so small

that there were no other critical points than the s absolute minimum

points of /among the points in $ satisfying /< m-\- e2. This supposition

is again made here. For this choice of e, an application can now be

made of Theorem 6. In this application the notation of Theorem 6 will

be taken over. The constants e, and c2 of Theorem 6 will here be taken

respectively as m -f- e2 and the value M which / takes on upon the

boundary of 8. Observe now that M0, the total number of critical points

of type 0 in 8, equals s -f m0.   This we write

(156) «¡o = Mo—s.

Otherwise

(157) mi = Mi (i = 1, 2, •-., n).

We   now   give   the   following   definitions   of  P0, Px, • • •, P„-i   and   of

Q., Q*, ■■■, Qn-
Po  = jOo+¡s—1,

(158) Pi = pi (i = 1, 2, ..., n— 1),

Qj = Qj (j = 1, 2, •••, n),

and note that P0, in particular, as defined, is either positive or zero, since

Po is at least zero, and s at least one.

If in the relations of Theorem 6, for the constants P¿ there be substituted

their values as given by (155), and for m0 and m¿ their values from (156)
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and (157) and for p0 and the pt and qj their values as given by (158),

there will result the equations which are to be proved.

The following theorem gives the answer to one of the fundamental

questions with which this paper is concerned.

Theorem 8. Under the boundary conditions « the following relations exist

between the set of numbers Mi, where Mi is the number of critical points

of the ith type of f in 8, and the set of connectivity numbers Bj of 8

(i,j = 0, 1, ...,n):

1 < (Mo — Ro+1),

1 > (M0-Bo + l)-(Mx-Bl + l),

1 < (M0-Bo + l)-(Mx-Bx + l) + (M2-Bi + l),

1 > (M0 — B0^1)-(M1 — Bx + l) + (Mi-Bi + l)-(M3 — P3 + l),

1  ^ [(Mo-Bo + 1)- + • ■ • + (-l)»-1 (Mn-X-Rn-X+1)] (-I)'1"1,

1   =(üfo-Po+l)-+'-- + (-l)n     (Mn     -En     +1).

To prove the theorem consider equations (152) together with equations (153),

without the last equation of (152). These equations together form the system

M0 = Po + 1,

(159) Mi = Pi-\-Qi (i= 1,2, ..., n — 1),
Bj-1 = Pj-Qj+x       (j = 0, 1, •• -, n-1).

Suppose the left hand members of (159) known constants, and the P's

and Q's in the right hand members unknown constants or variables. The

determinant of the coefficients of these unknown variables is readily seen

to be different from zero, so that if the M's and the connectivity numbers

are known, the equations (159) uniquely determine the P's and Q's as

constants satisfying (159). In particular the equations (159) can be solved

successively for the Q's as follows:

l + Qx^iMo-Ro+l),

l-Q, = (Mo—Rt>+l)-(Mt-Bx+l)f
(160Ï ! + & = Ä-Po+1) -(Mx-Bx+l)+(Mi-22,4-1),.

K °V> 1-Qt = (M0-Bo+l)-(Mx-Bx-\-l)i-(M2-Ei-r-l)-(M3-B3-\-l),

l + (-l)»-iQB=(Jlí0-22o4-l)-4-...4-(-l)»-i(ií„-i-i4-i4-l)!

Of the  equations  of Theorem 7 which  are  not included in   (159)  there

remain the equations

En — 1 == 0.
(161)

Mn  =  Qn.
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With the aid of (161) we can write

Qn = Mn- Bn + 1.

If this expression for Qn be substituted for Qn in the last of equations (160)

there will result the equality given by the last of the equations of Theorem 8

The remaining relations of Theorem 8 result immediately from (160) upon

recalling that the Q's are all either positive or zero. Thus the theorem

is proved.

If the domain 8 be one which can in particular be put into one-to-one

continuous correspondence with the points in »-space interior to and on

an (« — l)-dimensional hypersphere, then the connectivity numbers Bi of S

are all unity.    Hence we have the following corollary to Theorem 8.

Corollary. If S be an n-dimensional region homeomorphic with the points

in n-space interior to and on an (» — \)-dimensional hypersphere, and Mi

be the number of critical points of the ith type offin 8 (i = 0, 1, • • -, n)

then under the boundary conditions a the following relations hold true:

1 < M0,

1 i> Mo —Mi,

1 £ Mo — Mi + Mt,

1 ;> Mo — M! + Mi — M3,

l<[Mo-M1 + Ms-Mt+-+ (-1)»-1 Mn-i] (-1)"-1,

1 = M0 — Jfi + M2 — J£¿4-h (— 1)" M„.

20. The boundary conditions ß defined. The boundary conditions ß

are the following.

I. The boundary B of the domain B of § 1 shall consist of a closed set

of points lying in a finite part of the space of the variables (xi, x2, ■ ■ -, xn).

II. The points on B in the neighborhood of any particular point (X0)

on B shall satisfy a relation of the sort

F(xi, X2, ■ ■ -, Xn) —  0,

where F(xi, x2, - - -, x„) is a single-valued continuous function of (xi, x%, - - -, xn)

possessing continuous first, second, and third partial derivatives in the

neighborhood of each point of B, of which not all of the first partial

derivatives are to be zero at any point of B.

III. The function f(xi, x2, ■ ■ -, xn) in addition to satisfying the conditions

of § 1 shall be continuous on B, and its first partial derivatives shall take

on continuous boundary values on B.
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IV. At each point of B the unilateral directional derivative of f(x\, x2,---, xn)

along the normal to B in the sense that leads from points of B to points

not in B, and on the side that lies in B, shall be positive.

21. The boundary conditions ß reduced to the boundary con-

ditions u (§ 4). By a redefinition off(xi, x2, - - -, xn) in the neighborhood

of B there can be obtained a function L(xi, x2, -•'-, xn) with critical points

identical in position and in type with those of f(xi, x2, ■ ■ -, x„), but such

that one of the manifolds

L(xi, x-2, • • -, xH) = const.

will serve as a boundary A satisfying the earlier boundary conditions.

Under condition II of the boundary conditions ß there is a definite normal

to B at each point (x\, x\, •••, xn) = (X0) of B whose equations may be

given in the form

(162) *„ —a* - 4(a», a», ■ ■-, x°n)s       (i = 1,2,-.., »),

where Ai (x\, x?2, ■ ■ -, xn) together with its first and second partial derivatives

are continuous functions of their arguments in the neighborhood of any

given point on B, where s is the distance along the normal, being zero on B,

and increasing as the point on the normal crosses B from points of B to

points not in B. We can and will suppose Si to be a negative constant

chosen so small that the points (xu x-¿, ■ ■ -, xn) = (X) on the normal (162)

at the points at which

(163) <?i<;s<0

include once and only once every point of B, not including B, in the

neighborhood of B.

Because of the boundary conditions IV we can and will suppose that sL

is so small that the points (X) given by (162) for values of s satisfying (163)

contain no critical points of /. It follows that there is one and only one

of the trajectories orthogonal to the manifolds / = const., through each

point of (162) for which (163) holds. Let s2, sx, and sA be three constants

such that

Si <s2<ss<si<0.

Let Tlt T2, Ts, and Tt be respectively the (» — 1)-dimensional manifolds

of points (X) obtained by putting s — s,, s2, ss, and s4 in (162) and

letting (Zo) vary on B. It is a consequence of boundary conditions IV, as

the calculation of the appropriate jacobian will show, that if Sj be a

sufficiently small negative constant, any trajectory orthogonal to the

manifolds /= const, passing through a point Pj of T also passes through
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uniquely determined points P2, P3, and Pá on T2, T3, and T4, respectively,

such that the positions of P2, P3, and P4 are continuous functions of the

position of Pi on Tx.

We again make use of that representation of the orthogonal trajectories

in which the parameter at any point equals the value of / at that point,

and we let xx, x2, x3, and xt respectively be the values of x at Px, P2,

Ps and P4.

We now are in a position to replace f(xx, x2, ■ ■ ■, xn) by a new function

L(xx, x2, ■■■, Xn) defined as follows. At each point of B not a point

given by (162) for a value of s>s2, we define

(164) L (XX,  X2,   ■ ■ -,   Xn)  = f(xx,   X2,   ■ ■ -,   Xn).

To define L(xx, x2. ..., xn) further it will be convenient, for those points (X)

given by (162) for which

(165) sx £ s < 8í,

to replace (xx, x2, ■ ■ ■, xn) by a new set of n independent variables,

namely (n — 1) independent parameters (ux, w¿, •■•, un—\), determining

a point Px on Tx and thereby a trajectory through Px, and an nth

independent parameter, namely the above parameter x determining a

point (X) on the trajectory through Px. To represent a set of points (X)

satisfying (165) and neighboring a particular trajectory, the parameters

(«i, Ui, ■ ■ -, Un-i) can be so chosen that the coordinates of (X) are single-

valued functions of the variables (ux, Ui, •■-, un-i, *) provided with

continuous second partial derivatives. Now in terms of the new variables

the points satisfying (165) are the points at which

(166) xx <: x £ r4.

Of these points the points at which

(167) tí < r <; t,

are points at which L (xx, x2, • • •, xn) has already been defined.   Setting

L(xx, Xi, •••, Xn) = f(x, ux, u3, •••, Un-i)

the previous definition of L, namely (164), reduces for the points of (167) to

(168) f(x, UX, Ui,  -..,  Un-x) = *•

To define L(xx, x2, • • •, xn) further note that rx, xit x3, and r4 are

functions of (ux,  ug, • • ■, un-i).    Let ß be a  constant greater than the
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value of / in B.   For those points of (166) for which

(169) Xi <; x <: x,

we now define

(170) f (x, U!, Ui,--; Un-l) = X -\-H(Ui,---, Un-l) [x — T2 (»i, • • ■, Un-l)Y

where H is defined by the equation

(171) G = rs-f H[xs — r,]«

as a positive function of (uu m2; • • -, un-i)- From (170) and (171) it follows

that

(172) <r(T8,   »1,  Ui,---,Un-l)  =  G.

For any point corresponding to a value of x satisfying (169) we now define

L(Xi,  Xi,   ■■-,  Xn) =  <f(x,  Mi,   ••••   Un-!)

at that point.

Let B' be the domain in which L has been defined. L(x1} x2, ■ ■ -, Xn)

and its second partial derivatives are readily seen to be continuous in B'.

No critical points are introduced by the definition (170), as follows upon

verification of the fact that the partial derivative <?t(x, «,, • • -, un-i) > 0

for points for which (170) and (171) hold. Thus in the neighborhood of

critical points of / or of L, (164) holds. From (172) it follows that on

the manifold Tt
L\Xi,  Xt,   ••-,  Xn)  =   G.

Boundary conditions a of § 4 will obviously be satisfied if we take for

the manifold A used in boundary conditions a the manifold T3. Further,

with the aid of the normals (162) it is easy to see that the complex of

points satisfying L(xx, xs, ■•-, xn)<,G can be put into one-to-one

continuous correspondence with the complex consisting of the domain B

and the above boundary B. Thus these two complexes have the same

connectivity numbers. From Theorem 8 we obtain accordingly the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 9. Under the boundary conditions ß the relations between the

numbers Mi, where Mi (i = 0, 1, • • -, n) is the number of critical points

of f of type i in B, and the numbers Bj, where Bj (j' = 0, 1, • • -, ») is

ihejth connectivity number of the complex consisting of B and its boundary B,

are the same as those given in Theorem 8.
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